
ACTIVITY: Shell diving 
CASE: GSAF 1981.05.23 
DATE: May 23, 1981 
LOCATION: Wae-yeon Island, Chungnam, South Korea 
36º14N, 126º21’E 
 
NAME: Pak Kyong-sun 
DESCRIPTION: She was a 27-year-old female. 
 
BACKGROUND 
ENVIRONMENT: Every May, an abundant fishing ground is formed in the western coast of 
Korea as the cool waters of the  western coast mix with the warm waters of Kuroshio 
Current coming from the south.. 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE: 100 metres 
TIME: 12h30 
 
NARRATIVE: Han Ae-sun, a 31-year-old witness  was working nearby the victim picking 
abalones and sea cucumbers in waters 2.5 metres deep, when she heard screaming and 
splashing. Turning her head toward Mrs. Pak, she saw a huge shark was ramming the 
woman. She was very frightened, pulled her head out of the water and screamed ‘shark!” to 
Hyub-dong Ho, (5.05 t), a submarine steamer which carries women divers who was 30 
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meters away. 
 
Hearing the screaming, the driver started the engine and went to the spot. When the 
steamer got to the place a huge shark “more than 6 meters long” was just about to bite Mrs. 
Pak’s head. She quickly pulled her body back so that only the hat of the diving suit was 
taken off. But the shark bit her waist when she tried to move toward the ship.  
 

Im Jong-il (32), captain of the ship and the victim’s husband, poked [the shark’s] back with 
an iron hook, but the shark hit the lower part of the ship and disappeared with Mrs. Pak 
beneath the surface of the water with the iron hook still in its back   
 
Mr. Im said [the shark] was so huge that there was a current as if a ship of 5t size big 
passed by and he couldn’t remember if there was only one shark or two because it had 
happened so quickly. Mrs. Pak’s death was not confirmed at this time, but later, around 3 
p.m. on the same day, Eo-sung Ho (3.67 t, whose captain was Jung Il-bong, 51), which as 
passing by the sea of Seung-un li, An –myun Eup, Tae-an gun, Chungnam, about 2.5…” 
 
SOURCE: Youn Choi and Kazuhiro Nakaya 
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